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ABSTRACT
Hacking and phishing are dominant the cryptographic worlds based on the tracing and brutal attack. In every
cryptographic algorithms has some holes to break the contents. Tracing Pseudo Random Numbers Generation
(PRNG) in every algorithm lead the way (hole-leakage) to predict the stream bits. Streaming contents are having
weak contents to predict the bits even-though they have long bit-processes. Random Bit Generator (RBG) or
Random Number Generator (RNG) is the prime ingredients to injecting the bits in various streaming algorithms
like RC4.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the year of 1940 C.E.Shannon proposed a wonderful theorem about the cryptography entitled as „information
theory‟ which tells what is mean by cryptography? It leads to a way to find one time pad ciphers. C.E.Shannon
generated only numbers not binary digits. There find the next bit is very hard, compared with binary digits
(bits).
After that, a group of three members Rivest, Shamir, et.al, making standard cryptographic algorithm to
competitive with another best algorithm known as DES. RC4 is one hereditary of RSA which was invented by
Rivest as streaming cipher. Like that every streaming algorithm has its own story. Identify weakness of an
algorithm based on their origin is one of the way.
National Institute of Standard Technology (NIST) was regulated the terms and conditions for cryptographic
algorithms to strengthening security. They derive some various testing protocols to reach effective and efficient
cryptographic algorithms [1], based on the testing we predict some bits. This will be apply as second category of
my prediction test.
The third segment is to apply some attacking algorithm such as brute-force attack, B Sadaghiyan-J mohajeri []
test to getting the real bit streams.

II. RC4 ALGORITHM
The RC4 algorithm [2] is still we are using for real time streaming videos even though it has some weakness [2].
Here RC4 has been taken as stream algorithm for attacking or analysis of my research to find the PRNG values.
RC4 has two segments for its security called as KSA and PRGA [2], the out of PRGA values are converted into
binary digits (bits) and those values are used for prediction testing.
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III. WEAKNESS OF RC4
Weakness of RC4 has already explained by many authors [5] [6] [7] [8]. In KSA segments RC4 revealed its
contents while generated. The first author [5] says that we will find that biases (it may 1 or 0) are due to the nonuniformly distributed S. That means the initialization RC4 is weak.
He detailed explain how to find the 1 in 1/n numbers based on Cipher only attack. Literally speaking to find we
have n numbers as key stream we are trying to predict i, i+1, i+2 values. Where the algorithm says whether is it
good or bad.

IV. ATTACKING AND TESTING
In KSA

a0,1,...,i..., j ,...,n is the binary sequences while predicting i value by cipher based attack. There is another

old method to find „i‟ and „i+1‟ value. Discrete Logarithm Problem to find out the random numbers. Before that
we move with the legacy Random Bit Generator (RBG) now it is called as PRNG [3]. The bits of n numbers
easy to generate and polynomial. But generate as Random is comparative unique in the early stage but modern
world we just put Random function in any programming languages.
A and B want to play head and tail in 4 different ways. In all of them A "fairly" flips a "fair" coin. In the first
way. A asks B to bet and then flips the coin. In such a case we expect B to win with a 50% frequency. In the
second way. A flips the coin and. while it 'is spinning in the air. She asks B to bet. We are still expecting B to
win with a 50% frequency", however, in the second case the outcome of the toss is determined when B bets: in
principle, he could solve ~he equation of the motion and win! The third way is similar to the second one: B is
allowed to bet when the coin is spinning in the air. But he is also given a pocket calculator. Nobody will doubt
that in this case B is going to win with 50% frequency. As while he is still initializing any computation the coin
will have come up head or tail. The fourth way is similar to the third. Except that now B is given a very
powerful computer. Able to take pictures of the spinning coin, and quickly compute its speed, momentum etc. In
such a case we will not say that B will always win, but we may suspect he may win 51% of the time!
This is theme to apply on RC4 cipher‟s stream by NIST suggested frequency test and poker test to grab the
binaries
{0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1} {1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1} {1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0} {0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0} {0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0} {0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0}
Based on the above byte sequences just apply frequency test such as 00,01,10,11,000, etc., is repeated and how
much time is repeated tested by NIST suggested tool called cryptool as below.
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1. Frequency test for RC4 40 bit seeds
Behalf of RC4 256 bit rounds below 123 keys are advisable and we can use 2048 bit rounds but it will lead to
some malpractice such as hacking and phishing the stream.

V. NEXT BIT PREDICTION TEST
The NBP test initiated by Sadeghiyan, Mohajeri in 1996. After authors [4] explain the modified concept of
NBP. It has also pros and cons.

In more detail
Consider the following string and the related tree, where n = 70:
1100110101100101000110100010000011011011010101000011100111000001001011

In technically by the PNB test

This architecture was designed based on the following algorithm
Definition 1: An ensemble S is a sequence {S~}, where S~ is a probability distribution on {0, 1}".
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Definition 2: An ensemble S is called uniform, if S, ~ is the uniform probability distribution for every n, that is:
semble S is called uniform, if S, ~ is the uniform probability distribution for every n, that is:

for every as E {0, 1} n. We denote the uniform ensemble by U.

VI. ALGORITHM
1. Calculate the threshold of decision, a (alpha), according to the formula:

2. Calculate l = round (log2 (n)).
3. Append l - 1 bits of the beginning of the string to its tail, and divide the string into overlapping g-bit sections.
4. Count the number of occurrence of each pattern of length l.
5. Form part of the tree at layers l- 1 and g, and write down the corresponding probabilities on each edge.
6. For each node at layer l- 1, if the next bit (either 1 or 0) appears with a probability more than a (alpha) then
the next bit is predicted accordingly, otherwise the next bit cannot be decided.
7. For each node at layer l- 1, calculate the length of the string which can be predicted after it.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The bit prediction was done based on some NIST suggested algorithms. In future i will completely testing
stream bit whether it has full security based on all the algorithms of suggested by NIST. Up to the 2017 the
NIST suggested 16 kinds of test and its tool for finding best algorithms for stream cryptography. The authors []
was recommended that we can only predict up to 51% bits of a series. Simultaneously I will develop an
algorithm which predicts more 51% bits in a bit stream.
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